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^ SECfl SATURN MAGAZINE 35 

20 SNK Special Report 
The arcade giant talks with SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE 
about its plans for future projects... as well as 
divulging a few juicy details about its cool new Neo 
Geo Pocket console! 

24 The AM2 Inquisition 
Japan Editor Warren Harrod infiltrates the labs of 
the world's greatest arcade developers and talks 
about Daytona USA 2 with Director Makoto Osaki! 

46 The Capcom Generation 
Capcom celebrates 14 glorious years of gaming with 
its Generations series! SSM investigates its library of 

go Radiant Siluergun 
Last month we proclaimed this game as the World's 
Best Blaster. This month we tell you why with unstop- 
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Godzilla! 
Breathes fire into Dreamcast! 



mg 
Exclusive shots! Godzilla VMS Euro-Developers New D2 shots! 

NEC reveals We’ve got our Top UK talent The latest 
its Dreamcast hands on this to produce screenshots 
games! hot hardware! 128-bit titles! from Warp! 
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Godzilla launches VMS! 
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FINISHED IT? DON’T LIKE IT? BORED WITH IT? 

Our man Mart reckons you’d be nuts to go anywhe 

MEGAMART 
If you're smart, you'll swap with Mart 
call now 01584 878070c 

If you stock the 
games and devices 
our readers want - 
Let them know! 

240,000 
look to this 
page every 
month - 
they could 
be reading 
vour ad! 

For further information 
about advertising in 

Sega Saturn magazine, 
call Kathryn Clements 

on 0171 972 6718 

SEGA . 
SATCIRM 



The Warring 
States of Turn! 
Exclusive screenshots of first Dreamcast RPC! ■ Same team also responsible for the multi-million 
selling Tamagotchi ■ Incredible real-time visuals only possible with the power of the Dreamcast 
■ Winter ’98 release scheduled for NEC’s debut 128-bit title. 
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Seventh Cross 
Dreamcast Tamagotchi clone exposed! ■ All-new information and screenshots ■ First ever 
videogame to tap into your subconscious ■ Release to coincide with Japanese Dreamcast launch 
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European Third Parties Sign On! 
Barely two months have passed since the announcement for the Japanese launch of the 
Dreamcast ■ In the Land of the Rising Sun, third parties are still forbidden from announcing any 
involvement with the new Sega platform ■ However, some European developers have spoken out. 



Expect these stunning 

European Dreamcast 

demos to be show at 

ECTS this September. 
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D2 Special Report! 
More images from Warp’s first Dreamcast game! ■ More action from Laura Parton’s latest and 
perhaps greatest adventure! ■ First person perspective shooting action now revealed! 





Exclusive Interview 
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In Japan, 2D titles are still the tops. With Capcom's 
beat 'em ups and Konami's Castlevania X selling like 
hot cakes, newcomer Psikyo hops on the bandwagon 
with a pretty impressive scrolling shoot 'em up. 

Sol Divide 
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The latest addition to the popular Sega Ages retro label 

is a conversion of the 1988 Super Scaler coin-op, 

Galaxy Force II. But can it still cut the mustard a 

decade on from its original release? 

f It may look a bit dated now, but Galaxy 
Force II was mightily impressive a decade ago. J 
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DREAMCAST OR PLAYSTATION 2? 



Briefly... 

there’s no need. It isn’t all that difficult to do it yourself. 



Hannan 
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An inevitable sense of dread and despondency hangs over me as I write 
this, knowing full well that the next hour of my valuable time is to be wasted 
answering inane and repetitive guestions which have little relevance to the 
majority of our readers. "When's PlayStation 2 coming out? How much will it 
cost? How many polygons will it do?" Alright, already. Enough I tell youl More 
interesting and original question next monthl Send mail to Ho more 
PlayStation2 (M, SEGA SATURH MAGAZIHE, 37-39 Millharbour, London E14 9TZ. 
Or email ssm.qa@ecm.emap.com. 



N*1 FOR GAMES 

DREAM CAST: SEGA’S NEW 
CONSOLE-HOTTEST NEWS 

Prop? mm >SSUE ON SALE NOW! STILL ONLY £1.50 
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SECRET#2: FIGHT GOUKI 



COLLECTABLE ITEMS 









Ultramarine Superforce )( 

Nutropolis Gunbusters^ 

Bluestar Unigun 

Europolis Gunpolice ^ 

Neurokinetic Gunteam X 

Supertech Ravepolice 

Redstar Combateers. ^ 

MegaTokyo Gunteam ' 

Shiny Ultrablast ^ 

Radium Neopolicej^ 
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NIGHTMARE AT 40,000 FEET! 
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Fully gorged with awesome gameplay and throbbing 

_| with some ot the best graphics the Saturn has ever 

t * 1 produced, Radiant Silvergun is ready to explode in a 

^ I most spectacular fashion indeed! 
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IMPORT REVIEW 



IMPORT REVIEW 



SEGA SATURN” tips 
We might have a little change in store for the Tips page next month, nothing major, just a little tinkering to make everything look a lit¬ 
tle nicer. As you can see, we're still keen on answering all of your gaming problems and tip requests, so keep sending us those tip 
questions with your letters when you next write in. Send everything to SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE Tips, 37-39 Millharbour, Isle of Dogs, 
London E14 9TZ. We might even print some arcade tips if you ask... 





Castlevainia X 
Symphony of the Night 

Konami's 2D platform classic is available on import now... and it's awesome! 
With a game this huge, you're gonna need a top players guide and that's 
where our Castlevania X-pert MATT YEO steps in. 









hinlng Force III 
Players Guide: Part two 

This month we take a look at the last of the key characters in Shining Force III, and come to the conclusion that, yes, Cybel 
IS completely rubbish. What about the others? Let's take a look, shall we? 







IlPLAYERS GUIDE" 







Riven The Guide: Part 2 
Riven is difficult. Riven is very difficult. Riven is, like, one of the most difficult games there has ever been... and we're lumbered 
with completing this epic so that YOU have an easy time cruising through it. Nice of us, eh? 









C 01IIHOQ? E R A T E D 
I As the cornerstone of Sega’s arcade development, AM2 have given us some of the greatest coin-op ever created. 

Now they’re set to take the gaming world by storm with a revolutionary 3D beat 'em up. WARREN HARROD reports. 
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